
Content Translation
Helping communities grow with 

translation



Hi, 
I’m Pau

@pauginer



Our goal with Wikimedia 
projects is to provide access to 
the sum of all human 
knowledge 

in all languages



Language is a barrier
to access knowledge 

for many users

CC-BY-SA 2.0 - Adam Jones



Translation was a 
complex manual 
effort

CC0 - Sticker Mule



Content 
Translation 
makes it easy 
to translate.





What does 
translation mean on 

Wikipedia?



1. Translate as 
much as 
needed
Wikipedia articles across languages are not 
intended to be exact replicas



2. Check the 
context all 
the time
Translating requires moving across many 
pieces of information.



3. Focus on 
quality

Automate steps responsibly, let translators 
create good content.



Limits for 
lightly 
edited  
translations

● Preventing publication if 
80-95% is unmodified

● More strict when users 
don’t confirm the 
content is reviewed

● ...or had previous 
translations deleted in 
the last month.

● Can be adjusted for each 
wiki



Impact of Content 
Translation



More than
 Half a Million 

articles translated
(If these articles formed a single Wikipedia, it would be already the 

#21 in articles)



21K translations into Arabic 
(#6)

*since 2015, when the tool was available



Used by many wikis 
on a daily basis



13% of all articles 
created in Spanish 

and Tamil Wikipedia*
*since 2015, when the tool was available



19% of all articles 
created in Catalan 

Wikipedia*
*since 2015, when the tool was available



Lower deletion ratios 
(better than starting from scratch)





Spanish Wikipedia: 
10% of deleted 

translations, 52% 
deleted otherwise



French Wikipedia: 
5% of deleted 

translations, 27% 
deleted otherwise



Relevant contributions from both 
experienced (left) and newcomers (right)

Last July: 18K expert translations (98% survived), and 3K newcomer 
translations (93% survived)



New ways to 
translate & Small 

wikis



Most translations in top 10-20 
wikis

*since 2015, when the tool was available



Bengali
Malayalam
Tagalog
Javanese
400 Million native 
speakers

Less than 100K 
Wikipedia articles



Learn from smaller 
wikis, to help them 

grow with translation



https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/

Content_translation/
Boost 

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation/Boost
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation/Boost
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation/Boost


Section Translation: 
expand content on 

desktop and mobile









Let’s try a 
prototype!

https://pauginer.github.io/prototypes
/translation/sections/dash-mob/ 

https://pauginer.github.io/prototypes/translation/sections/dash-mob/
https://pauginer.github.io/prototypes/translation/sections/dash-mob/


How can translation 
better support your 

language?



Share your ideas!
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/

Content_translation/
Boost 

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation/Boost
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation/Boost
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation/Boost


THANK YOU


